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What is Planning

Planning

A primary managerial activity that involves: 

❑ Defining the organization’s goals

❑ Establishing an overall strategy for achieving those goals

❑ Developing plans for organizational work activities

➢ Types of planning

❖ Informal: not written down, short-term focus; specific to an organizational 

unit

❖ Formal: written, specific, and long-term focus, involves shared goals for the 

organization



Why Do Managers Plan?

Purposes of Planning

 Provides direction

 Reduces uncertainty

 Minimizes waste and redundancy

 Sets the standards for controlling



Planning and Performance

The Relationship Between Planning And Performance

 Formal planning is associated with:

❖ Higher profits and returns on assets

❖ Positive financial results.

 The quality of planning and implementation affects performance more 

than the extent of planning.

 The external environment can reduce the impact of planning on 

performance, 

 Formal planning must be used for several years before planning begins 

to affect performance



How Do Managers Plan? 

Elements of Planning 

 Goals (also Objectives) 

❖ Desired outcomes for individuals, groups, or entire organizations

❖ Provide direction and evaluation performance criteria 

 Plans

❖ Documents that outline how goals are to be accomplished 

❖ Describe how resources are to be allocated and establish activity 

schedules



Types of Goals

 Financial Goals 

❖ Are related to the expected internal financial performance of the 

organization. 

 Strategic Goals 

❖ Are related to the all other areas of an organization’s performance. 

 Stated Goals versus Real Goals 

❖ Official statements of what an organization says, what it wants its 

shareholders to believe. 

❖ The goals an organization actually pursues, what organizational 

members are doing.



Stated Goals of Large Global Companies



Types of Plans



Types of Plan



Specific VS Directional Plan



Types of Plan



Establishing Goals and Developing Plans



Traditional Goal setting



Establishing Goals & Developing Plans



Establishing Goals & Developing Plans



Does MBO Works?



Characteristics of Well-Design Goals



Steps in Goal Settings

1. Review the organization’s mission statement. 

 Do goals reflect the mission? 

2. Evaluate available resources. 

 Are resources sufficient to accomplish the mission? 

3. Determine goals individually or with others. 

 Are goals specific, measurable, and timely? 

4. Write down the goals and communicate them. 

 Is everybody on the same page?

5. Review results and whether goals are being met. 

 What changes are needed in mission, resources, or goals?



Developing Plans



Planning in the Hierarchy of 

Organization



Approaches to Planning



Contemporary issues in Planning



Contemporary Issues in Planning
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